
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
  

 
   
  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

HIGHLIGHTS 
• South Sudanese displaced to 

Nyiel village in the Abyei 

area are in need of urgent 

humanitarian assistance. 

• WFP is transitioning from an 

emergency to a protracted 

relief and recovery operation 

in Sudan. 

• Some 38,000 IDPs taking 

refuge in villages in Central 

Darfur’s North Jebel Marra 

locality are in need of 

humanitarian assistance. 

• Explosive remnants of war 

and unexploded ordnance 

are a large threat to children 

and farmers in the Guldo, 

Golo and Rokoro areas of 

West Jebel Marra locality. 

FIGURES 
Displaced 
people in Sudan 
(as of Dec 2014) 

3.1 
million  

Displaced 
people in Darfur 
(as of Dec 2014)  
 
(in 2015) 

2.5 
million 

 
 

100,000 
 

GAM burden 2 million 

South Sudanese  
refugees in 
Sudan - since 15 
Dec 2013 
(UNHCR) 
 

199,828 

Refugees of 
other 
nationalities 
(UNHCR) 
 

168,000 

FUNDING 

1.04 billion 
requested in 2015 (US$) 
 

   

37%  
reported funding 
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Some 800 new South Sudanese arrivals in the 
Abyei area require assistance 
An inter-agency needs assessment mission to Nyiel village in the southern part of the 
Abyei area (about 8km northeast of Agok town) was conducted on 28 July in response to 
the reported displacement of people from Gogrial Country of Warrap State, South Sudan. 
Inter-communal clashes and cattle raids since the signing of the Peace Agreement two 
months ago between the Dinka Apuk and Dinka Aguok have increased tensions in 
Warrap State, triggering the ongoing population movement.  
Mission findings indicate approximately 800 displaced people have arrived in Abyei since 
11 June 2015, with more arrivals likely in the coming weeks. The majority of people 
displaced are women and children, with only a few elderly people and men. No 
unaccompanied minors or separated children have yet been identified, and most people 
are grouped in female-headed households. While the movement to Abyei is intended to 
be temporary, the people reported they will not return back during the rainy season, which 
will likely continue until November. New arrivals are members of both the Aguok and 
Apuk clans.  
The local church Caritas and the host community have provided some initial support, 
including 4 bags of sorghum, 80 buckets, 120 jerry cans, 65 blankets and 15 sleeping 
mats; however more support is needed. Local authorities have been unable to provide 
any food, so displaced people have relied mainly on foraging fruits and edible leaves in 
the area. The area has not been cleared by demining operations, making foraging in the 
area potentially risky.  
As there is only one small public space available, most people are staying outside under 
trees where they are exposed to harsh rainy season conditions. There is only one water 
source available for both the host community and the displaced people, and long queues 
have already led to some conflict. Since there are no latrines in the area, the people have 
been practicing open defecation. The main health issues are malaria and diarrhoea, 
which are of increased concern due to the high number of small children among the 
displaced and below-standard living and sanitation conditions. There is a health clinic 
nearby, although it only has a very limited stock of medicine.  
The urgent needs of the displaced people include temporary shelters, emergency 
household supplies, mosquito nets, water, food and health services. Local authorities are 
exploring an alternative hosting area in the Magar internally displaced persons (IDP) site, 
located some 2 km away from Nyiel village. This site is better equipped with basic 
facilities, including an adequate water supply and latrines. Plans to relocate the people 
will be finalised this week. Aid partners, including UN agencies and international NGOs, 
will revisit the area on 30 July to complete the registration process, after which distribution 
of aid supplies can commence. Stocks of mosquito nets, cooking utensils and jerry cans 
are already available in Abyei. The World Food Programme (WFP) also has food stocks 
in Agok, and will consider providing a one-month food rations pending results of the 
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South Sudanese family arriving in Nyiel village in the Abyei area from South Sudan (UN) 

registration process. 
The international NGO 
Médecins Sans 
Frontières (MSF) will 
assess specific health 
needs of the displaced 
people, covering 
cases through its 
general treatment 
programme at Agok 
hospital. The 
international NGO 
GOAL is aiming to 
stock the local health 
clinic with necessary 
medicines and 
supplies. MSF also has a malaria community outreach project underway throughout the 
south of Abyei that will be extended to include the new arrivals. The project provides 
diagnostic tests and first-line oral treatment for uncomplicated cases throughout 30 
communities around Agok town in an effort to curb the seasonal outbreak of malaria.  
Longer-term needs of the people – should they stay longer than initially indicated – would 
include nutrition and education support, mine awareness sessions, basic livelihood 
activities, establishment of Child Friendly Spaces and installation of a new hand pump. 
Aid organisations are monitoring the situation and are planning accordingly.   

WFP transitions from emergency to protracted 
relief and recovery operation  
After exclusively operating as an annual Emergency Operation (EMOP) for the past eight 
years, WFP has now begun a two-year Programme for Relief and Recovery Operations 
(PRRO) from July 2015 to June 2017. This operation targets 5.2 million conflict-affected 
and food insecure people, including displaced people, refugees, malnourished children, 
pregnant and nursing women and school-aged children—of whom 69 per cent are in 
Darfur. Throughout the period, WFP plans to provide beneficiaries with 493,256 metric 
tons of food assistance as well as cash vouchers totaling US$101 million. Overall 
requirements for the PRRO stand at $693 million. 
While the PRRO maintains a large relief component (60 per cent of operations), it is 
complemented by an early recovery component (40 per cent). The PRRO aims to 
consolidate rationalization efforts for the protracted IDP caseload in Darfur, which were 
initiated under previous EMOPs through the camp verification process and continue today 
through the IDP profiling exercise. The PRRO will also enable WFP to implement multi-
year programming as well as strategically expand early recovery and nutrition activities. 
This programme helps conflict or crisis affected communities re-establish livelihoods and 
stabilize food security and, in doing so, addresses early recovery and resilience building. 

Central Darfur: some 38,000 IDPs in NJM need aid  
According to the Government’s Humanitarian Aid Commission (HAC) and local authorities 
in Central Darfur, the humanitarian situation of displaced people in North Jebel Marra’s 
Fanga Suk, Abunga and Niscam villages as well as in Rokoro town is dire. The locality 
commissioner reports that an estimated 38,000 people displaced in these areas are in 
need of emergency shelter and household supplies, water, sanitation as well as health 
and education services. These people fled their homes between February and May 2015 
following clashes between Government forces and an armed group, and have yet to 
receive any humanitarian assistance, according to HAC. The ongoing rainy season has 
further deteriorated the already precarious living conditions.  

Some 38,000 IDPs 
taking refuge in 
villages in North Jebel 
Marra are in need of 
humanitarian 
assistance, according 
to the locality 
commissioner  

Some 500 displaced 
people have arrived in 
Abyei since 11 June 
from South Sudan’s 
Warrap state, the 
majority of whom are 
women and children 
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IDP woman and children in Fanga Suk, Jebel Marra locality (UNAMID, file photo) 

There are no functioning health facilities in these areas of displacement and the displaced 
people have to seek health services in El Fasher and Tawila towns, which are 
approximately 60km away. The recent polio vaccination campaign in the area was unable 
to reach children in these areas due to access constraints. Almost all hand pumps in the 
locality are no longer functioning and people are forced to collect water from unsafe water 
sources such as the wadi (seasonal river bed) and springs. Furthermore, there are no 
latrines in the areas of displacement. In the meantime, HAC plans to provide health, 
education, livelihood as well as emergency shelter and household distributions to affected 
populations in the locality from Fanga Suk village. 
Aid organisations have 
not had a presence in the 
North Jebel Marra area 
since 2006 due to access 
restrictions following 
fighting between 
government forces and an 
armed group in the area. 
Requests for access were 
denied by authorities due 
to either insecurity or poor 
road conditions. The last 
time any humanitarian 
organisation was in the 
locality was in May 2015, 
when the Sudanese Red 
Crescent Society (SRCS) distributed clothing, sugar and flour to 800 vulnerable people in 
Fanga Suk village. Since then no aid organisation has been able to access the area.      

UXO threats in the Guldo area in West Jebel Marra locality, Central Darfur 
According to local communities and aid organisations in Nertiti in Central Darfur’s West 
Jebel Marra locality, explosive remnants of war (ERW) and unexploded ordnance (UXO) 
are a large threat to children and farmers in the Guldo, Golo and Rokoro areas.  Since 
April of this year, there have been three reported UXO incidents in the Jebel Marra area 
resulting in the death and injury of civilians. The latest incident was on 14 July in Kulufugo 
village (about 26km northeast of Nertiti town) when a 10 year old boy and 13 year old girl 
were injured when UXO detonated while they were working on their farm. Local 
communities have asked aid organisations for assistance, as no ERW/UXO awareness 
raising or clearance has taken place in these areas this year. 

Ongoing response to people affected by floods in 
Kalma IDP camp, South Darfur 
Aid organisations continue to respond to the needs of displaced people affected by heavy 
rain and floods that occurred on 16 July in South Darfur’s Kalma IDP camp, which 
affected 780 families (about 4,000 people). 
To date the international NGOs American Refugee Committee (ARC), Care International 
Switzerland (CIS) and OXFAM have backfilled and disinfected 478 household latrines. 
ARC is also constructing new household latrines in the camp. Aid agencies are 
conducting intensive household hygiene promotion campaigns, water chlorination 
activities and opening old water channels. CIS is rehabilitating and disinfecting hand 
pumps in the camp. 
Efforts are ongoing to move displaced people living in flood-prone areas of the camp 
relocate to more suitable locations; however, some of the displaced people are reluctant 
to relocate. Aid agencies are working with HAC and community leaders to facilitate this 
move.  

Explosive remnants of 
war (ERW) and 
unexploded ordnance 
(UXO) are a large 
threat to children and 
farmers in the Guldo, 
Golo and Rokoro 
areas of West Jebel 
Marra locality, Central 
Darfur 

Response ongoing to 
an estimated 4,000 
displaced people 
affected by heavy 
rains and floods in 
Kalma IDP camp 
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